Introduction. Expansion of European Union results in considerable changes in different spheres of human life, and in the field of education as well. Common European space puts forward important tasks as for the increase in students' mobility, establishment of international contacts, free access to information in any part of the Union, and communication with the representatives of other countries. In this space expansion of international business contacts and cooperation in the different spheres of human activity require the use of foreign language as means of cross-cultural contacts of specialists of any occupation.
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Later on teaching ESP methodology was recognized as subcategory of methodology of teaching foreign languages. Under the influence of such factors as globalization, socio-economic development of society ESP as a language that comprises specific professional needs of learners and changes from teacher-centered to learner-centered approach shows steady dissemination and is in growing demand among students.

There are several definitions of ESP. According to one of them ESP is a «variety of English that can be observed in a given perimeter of society, delineated by professional or disciplinary boundaries» [1]. It demonstrates interdisciplinary character of ESP that attracts researchers due to the combination of linguistic peculiarities of language and specialized content of training. Ability to use ESP may be considered as «a professional macro-skill comprising knowledge and competencies related to disciplinary, academic, or professional domains, and to particular modes of communication and relationships typical of each» [1, p. 37–38].

The main aim in teaching ESP is to help learners acquire communicative skills together with and as a component of vocational knowledge. Designers of ESP curricula observe main rules of their efficiency: learner’s needs analysis (before, during, after training); design or adaptation of learning materials for the training according to learners’ needs; acquisition of new vocational knowledge [4, c. 1043].

According to analyzed material, theoretical basis of language teaching as well as ESP teaching is constructivism approach. Constructivism approach to teaching any subject may be determined as approach that allows students to construct their knowledge and skills by means of practical actions in real-life or simulated environment. Constructivism approach is very effective in ESP teaching as it doesn’t require intentional drilling. With it memorizing occurs subconsciously in the process of creative communication on vocational topics in simulated situations. It is important that in the process of communication students obtain new vocational knowledge and skills. It allows designers to integrate ESP course with specialized courses. Such integration raises students’ motivation as they can see benefits of ESP learning for their future career. Teaching with constructivism approach is based on learning autonomy and in the case of professional communication are subconsciously constructed in the process of quasi professional experience. Their acquisition is the result of direct involvement in professional communication [7, p. 160]. Thus, experimental learning with simulated situations is the basis for constructivism approach. Others widely spread approaches in ESP teaching are functional and communicative approaches, which appeared as respond to ESP needs and which, in fact, were the basis for modern Common European Framework of Reference for languages (CEFR) [5, p.151].

Another problem in ESP teaching is students’ insufficient proficiency level of general English that prevent them from acquiring ESP. In such cases ESP teachers have to review general English and it hinders progress in ESP teaching. According to many scientists the use of appropriate teaching techniques can help overcome this problem. Communicative approach is considered the most effective, though speaking skills are the most difficult to get as it needs a learner’s self confidence in knowledge. Some practitioners say that enough amount of reading and listening tasks inspire students with self assurance by offering necessary speech patterns and models. There are some most effective techniques for ESP teaching. The first is learner centered teaching that gradually ousts teacher-centered one. Collaborative teaching that means cooperation at lesson between language and vocational subject teachers goes the second. In this case they mutually reinforce their activity. From personal experience the author can advice cooperation between language and specialized departments in designing curricula, approving useful and interesting topics for learning. On the other hand it may be cooperation between ESP teacher and students. In this case ESP teacher gets new knowledge from students [2, c. 72].

Complex nature of ESP required determining its characteristics, which are divided into absolute and variable. To absolute characteristic scientists refer: its orientation on a learner’s special needs; the use of methodology and types of activity of adjacent subject; orientation on linguistic skills which are appropriate for these types of activity. To variable characteristic they refer: special design for vocational subjects; adult learners of ESP courses; medium and advanced proficiency level [3, p 25].

As we have already mentioned, success in ESP teaching depends greatly on needs analysis and it results in focused ESP course. Needs analysis must be the first step in designing the course, search for learning material, test construction. In the end of the analysis we can obtain informative data base about learners, sponsors, industry specialists. Main tools in this analysis are questionnaires, discussions, structured interviews, observations and assessment. One of main components of the needs analysis is analysis of target situation. It requires a learner’s needs in professional or academic environment; analysis of current situation (week and strong sides in learners’ skills, their learning experience); analysis of teaching methods for
designing an effective course; language audit (deep analysis of language requirements that helps determine the role of the language in activity).

Taking into consideration importance, complex character of ESP and necessity of ESP teaching improvement, ESP teacher and his/her knowledge, skills and competences attract scientists’ attention. The main problem is seen in ESP teacher's insufficient readiness for teaching professionally oriented language. ESP teacher should continuously learn new information, and improve his/her knowledge in the sphere which is not his occupation. Pedagogical institutes equip future teachers with necessary knowledge and skills, and they have to apply them in ESP teaching. But main problem lies in fundamental difference between English for academic purpose (EAP) and ESP. ESP teachers often face the problem of adjusting EAP forms and methods.

With complex character of ESP in mind it is important to determine necessary competences of ESP teachers. And the first question that raises disputes is the question about who is a better ESP teacher: language teacher who learned necessary knowledge from the professional sphere or industry specialist who has high language proficiency level. Industry specialists consider themselves in better position due to deep understanding of industry that must be in the center of ESP lessons. In this case we should bear in mind that language teaching is a branch of scientific knowledge with its own methodology and techniques that are unknown for industry specialists. But researches show that ESP teachers are better in this role as Functional academic literacy (lexical information processing, preparation of presentations etc) is their main skill, necessary for language teacher activity. That is why due to special training for these functions ESP teacher is more efficient [4, p. 1054].

Quite logical in this context is the question about necessary for ESP teacher competences. According to some scientists ESP teachers should have learning skills as they continuously have to acquire new knowledge. In this process they take up new occupation as a novice in which they have to learn fast.

ESP teacher should be a good communicator and establish good relations with students who inform him about news in the industry. And in the course of a lesson the teacher should be ready for unexpected questions that can interfere with the planned scenario. On the other hand it is students who can help find the correct answer and offer their explanations. Communication and cooperation skills are necessary for modification of the course design according to students' needs [2, p. 86].

ESP teacher needs multitask solving skills as he has to do several things simultaneously, like react to unexpected situations, learn new information and offer explanations etc. Such skills are usual for any teacher (observation, supervision, assessment of students’ activity). But ESP teacher besides it often has to change the planned course of the lesson, find more appropriate examples, control students’ understanding and check his own understanding the material that is being taught [2, p. 87].

It is necessary to stress that in ESP teaching students' assessment is somewhat different from usual one. Traditionally EAP teachers use tests, exams, tasks, control papers. In case with ESP learners who work they can be assessed by a number of people: ESP teacher, learner himself (for example in communication with foreign partners), supervisor [2, p. 91].

ESP teacher should be a good presenter to show learning material in a structured way, to be able to explain differences in languages, in speech patterns and lexical units. ESP teacher should skillfully choose forms and methods of teaching, and even body language, manner of speech are considered to be important factors in teaching process. It is relevant to general English as well, but for ESP teacher it is important to make most of it, adding information and communication technologies, hand out materials for better illustration of key points of the lesson [2, p. 90].

Besides, ESP teacher should be a problem-shooter and be able to offer quick solution to a problem (for example, to name another modification of a product, to know faults in models etc). There is even an idea that content of training should be designed from the engineer's point of view.

ESP teacher should be a good manager to manage unexpected situations in a classroom and to define the most important skills for students. On this point ESP and EAP teachers' functions are similar, but in case with ESP teacher probability of unexpected situations is higher as there are much more information in professional sphere in which ESP teacher may not knowledgeable enough. These very situations need his managerial skills to modify planned course of a lesson.

Among other essential skills for ESP teacher scientists mention his ability to create learning environment. Creativity of ESP teacher is considered as his efforts to bring up creative thinking. It is an agreed point that in order to become ESP teacher on should always search motivation, inspiration and creative techniques appropriate for certain learners. Attempt to teach creatively is more suitable for ESP lessons and unlike traditional and widely used techniques can not destroy desire to learn [6, p. 175].

More frequent use of ICT, creation of interactive atmosphere, students' creativity development, an inclusive character of such lessons confirms the statement about efficiency of creative teaching. Among its disadvantages such things are mentioned as unexpected character, necessity of diligent preparation and detailed planning. But in spite of these disadvantages creative teaching remains the most challenging approach in ESP teaching. As ESP is meant mostly for adults, creative teaching opens opportunities for discussions, expression of personal points of view, introduction of new ideas, values etc. It also widens limits of free and objective interaction and in such a way enriches all participants with new ideas [6, p. 176].
In creative teaching ESP teachers often use such technique as supposition (certain variants are offered for a situation, negative brainstorming is conducted) which integrates scientific learning with interesting narrative that encourages learners to study scientific details connected with unreal situation. In this case learners get skills of problem solving and deductive reasoning.

Role playing technique allows students to use practically learned material and gives opportunity to step into the shoes of main characters of the imaginary story. For example, in case with future teaching air traffic controllers in National Aviation University the imaginary situation offered for students may be an air crash. The students offer their ideas about the reason of the crash, among which is equipment failure. They study equipment that most often fails, its technical characteristics and functions, draw diagrams etc. In role playing they simulate the situation, produce dialogues between pilots, pilots and air traffic controllers. As home task they may be offered to write a report with detailed analysis of the crash.

Thus, ESP has a complicated character and needs further researches about its peculiarities for better teaching results. As ESP teaching is designed according to professional learners’ needs, it makes use of most effective approaches, methods and techniques. Creative teaching needs proper preparation as ESP teaching suggests deep analysis of the subject a teacher does not always know. The most useful skills are managerial skills and innovative and creative approach especially on the level of problem presentation for raising students’ interest and their motivation.

Further researches in ESP teaching should be conducted in the sphere of modern methods aimed at improvement language proficiency level of future specialist.
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